STEM Briefing Series

WHY STEM?
WHITE HOUSE PRIORITY, SECRETARY’S PRIORITY, GOOD FOR STUDENTS, GOOD FOR AMERICA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALENDAR OF EVENTS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **JUL 31 10AM** | What Do We Know About K-12 Computer Science Education? | Eric Banilower, Horizon Research
Joshua Elder, CS for All |
| **SEPT 12 2PM** | The Grand Challenges in STEM Education | Talia Milgrom-Elcott, 100Kin10 |
| **OCT 17 10AM** | Early Engineering Education & State Engineering Efforts | Christine Cunningham, PSU
Claus von Zastrow, Education Commission of the States |
| **NOV 21 2PM** | The STEM Opportunity Index: Deserts or Oasis? | Juan Elizondo, National Math & Science Initiative |
| **DEC 5 2PM** | Family Engagement in STEM | Linda Kekelis, STEM Next Foundation
Andres Hernandez, NY Hall of Science |
| **JAN 22 10AM** | From STEM to STEAM – what’s new and why is it important? | Mary Dell’Erba, Education Commission of the States |

Join us in learning together about the latest research, trends, and efforts to enhance STEM/CS teaching and learning. Hear from experts across the STEM education ecosystem, ask your questions, offer your expertise, and help move the needle on diversifying and elevating STEM education in America.

LOGISTICS:

US Department of Education
400 Maryland Ave, SW
Barnard Auditorium
RSVP Patti.Curtis@ed.gov

Disclaimer: The content of the STEM ED Briefings is developed from various sources for the benefit of the participant. The U.S. Department of Education (Department) does not mandate or prescribe practices, models, or other activities in these Briefings. The Department does not control or guarantee the accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or completeness of this outside information. The content of this Briefing does not necessarily represent the policy of the Department, nor does it reflect its importance.